A universal intercalated undergraduate management program: attraction or deterrent?
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Dear editor

We read the article by Singh et al1 with great interest and agree with the broad stroke sentiments expressed in the letter. However, we would like to debate the conflation of a qualification with applicable real-world skills and the assumption that this creates cost efficiency in the National Health Service (NHS).

The author uses anecdotal personal experience to make the case for the compulsory delivery of an intercalated BSc (iBSc) in Management. He uses the following points: 1) the NHS leadership drive, 2) the problem of productivity and cost efficiency in hospitals, and 3) the WHO definition of health as human right to build a slippery slope argument for the merits of the iBSc in creating cost efficiency.

A compulsory iBSc in Management may not directly translate to creating cost efficiency in the NHS. Such a degree program may provide insight into management theories to manage local teams and provide conceptual models of best practice, but is unlikely to equip medical students with the realities of rationing in the NHS and the ethical dilemmas faced during local commissioning.

In addition, there are obstacles to a universal iBSc in Management at both an organizational level and a physician level. At an organizational level, 27% (n=9) of all UK Medical schools (n=33) offer an intercalated degree in Management to external students, which in itself pose a logistical hindrance and require rearrangement of existing university resources and creation of new degree programs. In contrast, at a physician level, the benefits of an iBSc are unlikely to be realized after medical degree qualification but require individual innovation and dedication. A junior doctor, for example, has limited resources of time and experience to implement a management project and thus would require much investment from a supporting team. A management qualification detracts from the skills demonstrated in clinical management such as negotiation, communication, charisma, and political astuteness that cannot be expected to evolve from a 1-year iBSc. In addition, one could argue that such qualities cannot be taught.

A secondary benefit to a universal intercalated degree program could be improved academic performance,2,3 but such a program would force a debt upon students already within an expensive undergraduate Medicine degree. Tuition fees for English-domiciled undergraduate Medicine degree are £9000 per year; the average cost of living expenses are £5,299 per year.4 The average debt for an English medical student after 5-year study is £17,351.4 Each medical student costs the tax payer £250,0005 not including

---


an iBSc. With issues surrounding widening participation, we feel such debt would act as a deterrent for prospective medical students.\(^6,7\) Furthermore, impressing a universal management iBSc may push students away from their “natural” interests that they may wish to pursue through an intercalated degree. This is of detriment to the future of academic medicine as a whole and is not cost effective for the taxpayer.

There are many avenues for postgraduate management opportunities within local hospital initiatives and programs delivered by the NHS Leadership Academy. The 5-year forward view\(^8\) promotes the concept of clinical leadership, pledging investment into the NHS Leadership Academy in aligning its work with other major leadership bodies. Furthermore, the report\(^9\) by the Institute of Education praises the Darzi Clinical Leadership Fellows, describing their substantial impact as a social movement in changing the culture of NHS management. Such fellowship opportunities can help develop the skills of motivated individuals after they have spent time within the health care system, into which they seek to implement improvement.

Despite this, we accept that there are limited undergraduate opportunities for management; however, we believe that a universal iBSc management program is not a feasible short- or long-term solution. Six-to-eight week elective placements rotating around Public Health departments, Clinical Commissioning Groups, or shadowing the hospital chief executive may be beneficial to expose those interested medical students to the practical aspects of health management. Transferable skills can be learned holding positions of responsibility in a student society. An alternative possibility is the integration of a Leadership and Management module into our already congested undergraduate medical degrees. Foundation Program\(^6\) recognized undergraduate management programs in addition to publications and previous degrees are likely to attract the next generation.\(^11\) However, we emphasize that no theory-based degree will replace the key skills of communication and partnership working, skills that will benefit the NHS in the long term, not just balance the books.
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